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Take Me to The River: Getting rid of Thruway step by step

By Tim Tielman
f there is one thing we can do for
ourselves and our children and our
children’s children, it would be to
rid ourselves of the cursed and thoroughly damned Thruway along the
Niagara River. Blocks of historic houses
in Black Rock, Riverside, and the West
Side are being consumed by disinvestment. Whole neighborhoods are at risk.
Preservationists, environmentalists,
neighborhood activists, and just plain
residents would find common cause in
this issue. Sure, it has been discussed
before, even studied. But it always has
been with the understanding that the
Niagara Section of the Thruway would
merely be moved and supersized to
modern standards (i.e., a 70 mph design
speed and infrequent but huge interchanges). That is not what we need. We
need it gone, and a boulevard like road
replacing it (see illustration at right).
Buffalo is the only major city in the
east and midwest where the sun sets
over water. We live in a resort and we
don’t know it. That is because the
Thruway is a wall of concrete and a
wall of noise inhibiting our enjoyment
and economic wellbeing.
Around the country cities are dismantling freeways to gain access to their
waterfronts. Grand public parks and
esplanades, some stretching for miles,
fill with people from all walks of life.
This in turn attracts real estate investment, stores and restaurants, and
increased tax revenues. Buffalo ought to
take advantage of this trend.
We can improve our economy by
removing destructive waterfront highways and replacing them with parks,
housing, and community retail. As we
speak, Portland, Oregon is removing an
expressway along the Willamette River
and creating a spectacular public waterfront funded by tax revenues from
$600,000,000 in private development

attracted by the park. Fort Worth has
torn down an elevated Interstate, built
parks, and is now seeing renovations of
long-neglected historic buildings and
new construction. San Francisco’s
Embarcadero Freeway was damaged in
an earthquake. Rather than rebuild it,
citizens demanded it be torn down and
replaced by a ground-level boulevard. A
truck fell through New York’s West Side
Highway. Citizens rejected rebuilding
the eyesore and had it replaced by a
boulevard. Today the 5-mile-long,
$300,000,000 Hudson River Park connects every single street it touches with
the Hudson, thousands of people flock to
the park daily and high end housing is
sprouting where once there was only dereliction.
Boston, Cincinnati, Hartford,
Pittsburgh, and Milwaukee are some of
the other cities removing, relocating, or
covering their highway blight. The projects are funded by tax revenues from
adjacent development and new state and
federal
programs,
like
the
Transportation Equity Act for the 21st
Century.

T

he key to making headway on the
project may be to first construct a
boulevard in Black Rock and
Riverside, which would create the logic
and opportunity to remove the Thruway
north of Scajacquada Creek when the
time comes for a major reconstruction.
Such a ‘Black Rock Boulevard,’on
unused railroad property from the old
Black Rock Yards straight north to the
Youngmann Expressway in Tonawanda
could be built for about the cost of the
public subsidies for the current Bass Pro
retail store proposal downtown.
This needs the approval of the
Interstate Commerce Commission. The
boulevard, similar to downtown’s ElmOak arterial, would create the means to
abandon the Thruway. Acre upon acre of

prime waterfront land would be gained
for park use.
Trucks would no longer traverse local
streets to get from the Thruway to
industrial plants in the rail corridor,
because the boulevard would get them
there directly.
The lower Scajacquada Expressway
can then be removed between. Grant St.
and the Black Rock Canal, and replaced
with a parkway and greenbelt to the
Boulevard along the northern edge of
the old Pratt & Letchworth brownfield.
This will shield the adjacent neighborhood from the site. It will also free
Scajacquada Creek from the expressway, which now actually has support
piers directly in the creek bed. The confluence of the creek with the Black
Rock Canal would be an expansive
space for parks and attractive housing.
The next step would be to build new
parks on freed land connecting
Riverside, Delaware parks and a
Niagara River Park between downtown
Buffalo and Lewiston. In areas where
the highway simply cannot be removed,
i.e. from the Peace Bridge to
Scajacquada Creek, the Riverwalk
should be rerouted to the Black Rock
Canal shore (instead of along Niagara
Street). Every single street that used to run
down to the water should be reconnected
to it by means of pedestrian bridges.
Lastly, the Thruway should be converted to a boulevard and park along the
West Side, exactly like the old West
Side Highway along the Hudson in New
York has been made into West Street.
This, in fact, has just been put in the
city’s most recent masterplan.
In New York, West Street is a groundlevel boulevard with a central median,
and a new linear park, the Hudson River
Park. It stretches for a length of 5 miles,
connecting with the Henry Hudson
Parkway in the north at Riverside Park
and West Street in the south at Battery

Build a bridge, not a scourge
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COMING IN LOW, LIFT BRIDGE WOULD SPARE NEIGHBORHOODS

burning issue in Black Rock and
Prospect Hill ( the old neighborhood, actually part of the old
Village of Black Rock, that lies in the
shadow of the Peace Bridge) is whether
a new international bridge and bridge
plaza would be built in either neighborhood. As is often the case with development issues, some effected homeowners
are dead set against a bridge and roadway. Others can’t take the money and
get out fast enough.
The key to any healthy city is to support those who love their neighborhoods
and are willing to fight for them. If a
way can be found to minimize the visual and physical intrusions of bridge
approaches and plazas, it must be taken.
Why not begin by questioning the
assumption that the bridge must be a
fixed span 100 feet over the Black Rock
Canal? That is so bridge traffic would
not be unduly delayed by shipping. But
only one commercial ship, the Calumet,
regularly uses waterway, and infrequently at that. A lift bridge south of the
International Railway Bridge and into
the brownfield site of the former Pratt &
letchworth plant on the southern edge of
Black Rock may be the answer. In fact,
it could leverage the Thruway removal
mentioned above. One could even stipulate that such a bridge not connect to the
current I-190. That would get the boulevard built fast.

City.
Park
Every single
Manhattan
cross street is
connected to
the boulevard,
allowing easy
neighborhood
access to the
water.
The
result? A seismic upthrust in
quality of life
resulting in, so
far, hundreds
of millions of
dollars of residential development and a
great new social space for
an entire region.
Where would the
money come from to
finance this? Besides the
sources mentioned earlier,
there
are
state
Transportation Bond Acts
(one of which, giving al,most
$2 billion to upstate road projects, was just approved by
voters this November).
Then there are the periodic,
massive federal transportation acts which regularly
amount to hundreds of billions of dollars. getting
money for roads is easy.
Just about everything else
is hard.
Why this is is nicely
explained by Douglas Rae
in his outstanding City:
Urbanism and Its End:
“Only on points of near-perfect national unanimity does
the federal government act
with concerted force...such
points of consensus are apt
to be ones on which massive consumer
interests and major producer interests
converge. One of these is the hegemony
of the automobile, and another is the
sanctity of the detached single-family
home-neither of which has been friendly
to our cities, both of which have been
backed and sustained by governmental
initiatives of stupendous proportions.
When policy runs with the grain of capitalism-as it does with the automobile
industry and the building trades and once
did with the railroads-the full powers of a
continental state can be mobilized.” But
preservationists supporting road projects? Thirty years of historic preservation, environmental, and social justice
laws and battles have forced mitigation
packages for road projects to include
public goods that otherwise would go
begging. Like parks and waterway
improvements.
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SPACE? WE
GOT IT

The former Black
Rock Yard can easily handle a boulevard with sufficient
capacity to replace
the Thruway.

WE’VE
DONE IT
BEFORE

Former East Side rail
lands were transformed into William
Gaiter Parkway in
the 1990’s

GREEN IS FOR PARKS, RED FOR ROADS

Gray is for local street connections to waterfront, and blue for ‘liberated’ waterways. Removing the Thruway from the waterfront would enhance existing housing and create new housing sites and give us back the river.

MODERN LIFT BRIDGES ARE LANDMARKS

New high speed rail lines have required many new, large lift bridges to be built
in the Netherlands. Powerful aesthetics are the norm.

CONCRETE ARCH IS HANDSOME, CHEAP

Spanning the Niagara is routine engineering and does not require exhibitionistic
technology, but it should be attractive. A concrete arch bridge would be
cheap, proven, and pleasing approach to lift span. This is historic bridge by
Paul Cret over Susquehanna; new concrete spans continue to be built.

YOU HAVE THE POWER TO
CHANGE BUFFALO!
Join The Campaign or donate to our Annual Fund

WE LOOK OUT FOR THE PUBLIC
INTEREST

The way things work in Buffalo is not working. We’ve lost too many historic gems, and
the character of our communities is under
assault daily. Yet, victories are possible.
Over the years, I’ve been fortunate to have been associated with talented workers, volunteers, and supporters
who have fought to save many area landmarks. We are a
not-for-profit that doesn’t stand by. Citizens who believe
in the future of Buffalo are our core supporters.
—Tim Tielman, Executive Director

Power
Jar
Keep it up! Here is my contribution
of $______ to help preserve,
restore, enhance, and defend
Greater Buffalo!

________________________________
Name(s)
________________________________
Address
________________________________
City/State/Zip

Join

Members make the daily
work of research, advocacy, and publication of
Greater Buffalo possible.
They also get discounts on
tours and merchandise.

o
o
o
o
o

$25 Individual
$35 Household
$50 Enthusiast
$100 True Believer
$______ to help as

much as possible

Donate

We depend on our Annual
Fund to meet unexpected
shortfalls, emergency
expenditures to save buildings under immediate
threat, do long range planning,and hold special
events. Donations are tax
deductible to the extent
allowed by law.

o $20 o $40 o $100
o $200 o $______ to
help as much as possible

o I wish to pay with my MasterCard or Visa My card #:
__/ __/ __/ __/ - __/ __/ __/ __/ - __/ __/ __/ __/ - __/ __/ __/ __/
Exp. Date ____ / ____ Signature:___________________________

Make checks payable to The Campaign for Greater Buffalo, 42 Tracy St., Buffalo, NY 14201

Can a
notorious
Urban
Removal
plan be
reversed?
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UNDOING WHAT URBAN RENEWAL WROUGHT The Campaign for Greater Buffalo proposes restablishing historic streets and place names as a template for a ‘paleo-urban’ neighborhood

n early March, Campaign for Greater Buffalo Executive
Director Tim Tielman was invited to participate in a planning charette as part of the city’s update of its Waterfront
Urban Renewal Plan. The document has not been updated
since it was completed in 1963, and it is notorious: it called for
the demolition of every building in a huge swath of the city
west of Niagara Street and south of Virginia Street to Erie
Street and The Terrace. And so it was, save for, ironically, the
Buffalo Illuminating Gas Company works on West Genesee
Street, which the predecessor to National Fuel Gas fought to
put on the National Register, keeping it out of the clutches of
the Urban Renewal Agency. Ironic, because National Fuel
fought for 10 years to demolish the complex. It was successful
in court in 2000. Only one wall, designed by John Selkirk in
1859, was left standing.
Charettes are undeniably entertaining for participants, but
cynicism can creep in afterward. Architects often cherry pick
ideas congruent with their own and the plans are routinely

flouted, sometimes before the laser printers have cooled down
(see page one, Blue Cross)
Tielman and Campaign member Chris Hawley (named to the
Campaign management board member this spring) produced
and submitted for consideration a map showing the lost historic street and canal network of downtown overlaid on current
conditions (above).
They argued against any additional office development at
Erie Basin, and, courage, fellows, no structured parking. The
architects and planners present seemed strongly wedded to the
idea that development only occurs with generous and free
parking. On site evidence contradicts this.
Addresses such as Wilkeson Slip, Peacock Slip, or Maiden
Lane ring with authenticity. All current Erie Basin place names
are 1970’s embarrassments like Gull Landing and Captain’s
Walk. Who knows, the ancient names may inspire appropriate
architectural designs. Sparing us another Shanghai Red’s will
then have been worth the effort.

